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THERE has been over the past decade a
proliferation of stories about people who
move to or grow up in countries where

their roots are either short or non existent
Given how borderless we have become this is
not surprising Furthermore it has resulted in
some excellent and insightful literature From
its lovely title to its quiet end Cutting for Stone
exemplifies the best of this newish genre
The narrator of the story is Marion a twin

who at birth was joined at the head to his
brother Shiva The story of their birth shocking
and terrifying is told over the first third of the
book and serves to introduce us to those who
are present at the event or who will be soon
after and ever after
There is Matron a white English woman

who came to Nigeria to practice her nursing
and ended up building Missing Hospital yes
that s the hospital s name From India there is
a nun and two doctors three if you count
Thomas Stone who despite being bom in India
to parents perhaps even grandparents bom in
India is still considered English
The nun Sister Mary Joseph Praise came to

Africa for the same reason Matron did to do
God s work Trained as a nurse and entirely
devout Sister Mary Joseph learns during the
sea voyage from India that goodness and faith
are no guarantees of protection from either
man or the wrath of nature

The doctors Hema and Ghosh would have
been formidable enough in any country due
both to their training and their personalities
However it is their experience in treating
hordes of patients with the most basic equip
ment in a ramshackle hospital that turns them
into authorities in their specialities
It is surrounded by these good but complex

people and to the shock of all that the twins
are born
Cutting or Stone is Abraham Verghese s first

novel though not his first book His previous
books In My Own Country and The Tennis
Partner are accounts of extraordinary circum

stances into which the author himself a physi
cian was thrust Both received critical acclaim
In My Own Country which recounts how he
became almost by default an expert in that
fearsome new disease HIV AIDS is still
required reading for many medical students
worldwide despite having been published 25
years ago because of the compassion and sin
gular empathy with which he wrote the book
It is that empathy perhaps that makes

Verghese as accomplished in fiction as he was
in non fiction The characters he creates are so

real that in our imaginations they have not only
form but become real to all our senses touch
sound smell We grow to know them more
than we know most of the people in our lives
to care for them and almost to depend on them
as Marion does
Verghese himselfwas born in Ethiopia to

Indian parents He grew up and studied there
it was the country he loved even when the
political tide turned the country upside down

In Cutting for Stone Marion lives through a
similar shift It is the point at which the child
realises something that all children come to
realise that there are limits to what a parent
can protect them from
When things get particularly bad Marion

overhears his parents discussing the possibility
of leaving Nigeria Marion cannot imagine this
They may not be of this country but he is It is
the only country he knows and the country he
loves Verghese must have felt similar pain
when he had to leave Ethiopia
Where fact and fiction do part company is in

Shiva Verghese never had a twin
Shiva is such a part of Marion that he refers

to themselves as a unit Shivamarion However
Shiva is so different so odd in many ways
Marion is often shocked at how little he can
read his brother
Abraham Verghese has become my newest

find a treasure to readers His writing is exqui
site his attention to detail absolutely engross
ing
Stitched through the main story are charm

ing anecdotes like how Missing Hospital got its
name and the bureaucracy that made it keep it
or how the boys worry about that mysterious
creature the delayed afterbird which they
have never seen but understand poses a great
danger to women giving birth
Cutting for Stone is about the tiny events that

change the course of history In a tumultuous
country where shifts in power mean that
overnight you can go from being thought loyal
to hunted down as a traitor there is no such
thing as neutrality even in doctors
Saving one general s life endangers one of

Missing s doctor s lives later raises the doctor
as a hero then again makes the doctor suspect
of treason History is not so much about the
events as they happened but about mercurial
moods of those looking back at it

I ve run out of space to sing praises to this
beautiful book All I can add is read it
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